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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This deliverable is dedicated to validation of the scalability and the performance of the data
layer of the LarKC platform. Its general purpose is to set validation targets for the
development of the data layer. As part of the analysis of the state of the art, it also provides
concrete measurement results about OWLIM – the engine in the basis of the current
implementation of the data layer. Other wide‐ranging methods for measuring the
performance of other components such as individual plug‐ins, as well as the design of
measures for the performance of the platform as a whole will be discussed in D1.4.1 “Initial
framework for measuring and evaluating heuristic problem solving” (due M18).
The data layer represents a basic component of the platform, which supports all plug‐ins
and applications with respect to storage, retrieval, and light‐weight inference on top of large
volumes of data. It supports a range of data‐access modalities, e.g. Java API, SPARQL
endpoint and linked data publishing. The framework for its validation and evaluation is
defined in terms of tasks and aspects that need to be investigated. The major tasks are
loading, inference, and query evaluation. The major performance factors are scale,
reasoning complexity, number of clients, and software and hardware environment.
The experiments reported here involve the most popular benchmarks (e.g. LUBM and
BSBM), as well as evaluation of the data layer against LDSR and PIKB – two datasets that can
be considered as reason‐able views to the web of linked data. LDSR is huge knowledge base
of common facts combining DBPedia, Geonames, Wordnet, and other datasets. It is used for
evaluating the selection plug‐ins and ranking schemata in WP2 “Retrieval and Selection”.
PIKB is the dataset used in the two life science use cases (WP7a “Early Clinical Drug
Development” and WP7b “Carcinogenesis Research”). It reflects the complexity and the
specifics of the data integration problems in this domain.
Overall, the evaluation provides evidence that the implementation of LarKC platform’s data
layer is very well positioned with respect to the other outstanding engines in the highly
competitive niche of the so‐called semantic repositories. The scalability of OWLIM matches
the requirement of the use cases at the current stage of the project. For instance, it can load
and manage all datasets of the Linking Open Data project within a single commodity
database server. There are no published results for other tools that can demonstrate similar
scale for lightweight inference.
In order to reach the next level of scalability, LarKC’s data layer will have to provide efficient
means for distributed data management, spanning to tens and hundreds of machines. This
requires advancing the frontiers of the state of the art in distributed RDF database
management, where the best current results involve several machines and report scalability
and performance results that are easy to match with a single machine at a fraction of the
cost.
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1 Introduction
This deliverable is dedicated to validation of the scalability and the performance of the data
layer of the LarKC platform. The latter represents a core component of the platform, which
supports all plug‐ins and applications with respect to storage, retrieval, and light‐weight
inference on top of large volumes of data. It supports a range of data‐access modalities, e.g.
Java API, SPARQL endpoint and linked data publishing. The standard back‐end option of the
data layer is the TRREE engine, but its design allows for easy integration of other engines as
well.
The framework for validation and evaluation of the data layer is defined in terms of tasks
and aspects that need to be investigated (section 2). Specific targets are set (in section 5) on
the basis of analysis of the current state of the art in the field of scalable RDF databases and
light‐weight inference (section 4).
Specific evaluation work is also reported here, namely evaluation of the data layer against
LDSR and PIKB – two datasets that can be considered as reason‐able views to the web of
linked data. LDSR is huge knowledge base of common facts that emerged as testbed for
evaluation of the selection plug‐ins and ranking schemata in WP2. Its current state is
documented in section 3. PIKB is in the basis of the two life science use cases (WP7a and
WP7b) and reflects the complexity and the specifics of the data integration problems in this
domain. This dataset is presented in [2]. To validate the query performance with respect to
generally recognized benchmarks, we have adopted the Berlin SPARQL Benchmark (BSBM).
The remainder of this section provides references to few related deliverables, presents
outline of the LarKC platform and the role of the data layer in it, followed by a quick
introduction to the linked data principles.
1.1

Scope and Relations to Other Documents

The general purpose of this deliverable is to set validation targets for the development of
the data layer of the LarKC platform. As part of the analysis of the state of the art, it also
provides concrete measurement results about OWLIM – the engine in the basis of the
current implementation of the data layer.
More wide‐ranging methods for evaluation of other components, such as individual plug‐
ins, as well as the design of measures for the performance of the platform as a whole will be
discussed in D1.4.1 “Initial framework for measuring and evaluating heuristic problem
solving” (due M18).
An earlier version of the validation framework for the data layer and the state of the art
analysis for scalable semantic repositories was presented in D5.5.1 “Measurable Targets for
Scalable Reasoning”, [26].
The impact of lightweight inference and materialization to the loading performance is
systematically investigated in D1.1.2 “Empirical Analysis of the Initial Knowledge
Representation Formalism”, [17]. It provides basis for better estimating the loading
complexity as compared to the loading performance measurements discussed in section
4.1.
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Deliverable D5.2.1 “Rapid Prototype of the LarKC”, [24], introduces the overall concept of
the LarKC platform and describes the architecture of the prototype. The deliverable is useful
to understand the proper place of the data layer within the entire LarKC architecture.
The Linked Data Semantic Repository (LDSR) was developed for the sake of evaluation of
components related to selection and retrieval and presented in D2.4.1 “Spreading Activation
Components”, [40]. Here we extend it and adopt it for more general evaluation purposes.
Further performance evaluation efforts should document the used datasets and the results
according to the provisions of D6.2 ”Templates of periodic report on data and
performances”, [25], and as an extension of the datasets already documented in D6.4 “1st
periodic report on data and performances”, [11].
Deliverable D7a.1.1 “LarKC Requirements summary and data repository”, [2], specifies
“Early Clinical Development” use case requirements and identifies concrete biomedical
datasets. PIKB is an information source developed in the context of this use case and used
to integrate large sets of information and answer complex researcher’s questions.

Figure 1. LarKC architecture overview
1.2 Architectural Outline
The LarKC platform aims at supporting massive distributed incomplete reasoning at web‐
scale. In order to simplify the development process and to maximise the reuse of software
components, a plug‐in framework approach is implemented. The platform serves
functionality to construct, configure, and invoke different plug‐ins upon request from the
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Decider, which is responsible for orchestrating the complete process (see [24]). The
selection plug‐in plays a role in narrowing the used dataset by applying various heuristics,
statistics, or other strategies. From plug‐in perspective the LarKC platform is composed by:
•

Plug‐in API responsible for defining the contract between the different components;

•

Data Layer API allowing the plug‐ins to use the basic services of the data layer
(storage, querying, and lightweight inference) and specifying several mechanisms to
exchange RDF data between the plug‐in instances;

•

Plug‐in Registry and Manager automating the invocation and the instantiation of the
configured platform plug‐ins.

The Data Layer API makes the RDF data transparent for the plug‐ins and automates the
passing of RDF data by reference and value. Currently, there are four different ways to pass
RDF statements:
•

By value – if necessary, all the statements are serialized and transferred between the
plug‐ins;

•

By dataset reference – only a pointer to SPARQL endpoint and dataset is used to
identify the set of data;

•

By tripleset (labelled group) reference – ORDI framework introduces a rich RDF data
model that allows to group arbitrary statements (possibly located in multiple
datasets) in a named collection, called tripleset (as introduced in section1.1 of [9]
and in section 5.1 of [24]).

•

By URI reference – the URI is resolved by HTTP 303 redirect and then downloaded,
after the linked data principles discussed in section 1.3.

The plug‐in approach guarantees a high degree of platform flexibility, simpler
implementation process, and looser component coupling. However, this could have
negative consequences to the system performance. This is especially true for the
input/output intensitive components like the Selector – a plug‐in that receives as input RDF
data from the local repository and a query and returns a reduced RDF set of statements,
relevant to the query. In order to select a reduced set of data, the plug‐in has to process
huge amounts of information and, in cases of distributed deployed environments, it may
take significant input/output time. To guarantee a decent performance and efficiency, an
approach similar to the stored procedures in the relational database management systems
is undertaken. The computation of I/O intensive operations is pushed‐down in the data
processing components. To keep the LarKC platform compatible with the standard SPARQL
specification, new specialized predicates (instead of extended functions) are introduced to
manage this stored‐procedure‐like mechanisms, as discussed in [40]. Figure 2 displays the
implementation, as part of the data layer, of two components used for the selection:
•

DualRDF: implements RDF priming;

•

RDFPageRank: implements RDF rank calculation.

The implementations of both components are presented in [40].
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Figure 2. LarKC Data Layer Positioning and Architecture
1.3 Linked Data
“Linked data” is defined by Tim Berners‐Lee, [3], as RDF graphs, published so that they can
be navigated across servers by following the links in the graph in a manner similar to the
way the HTML web is navigated. We provide a short introduction here to prepare the
ground for understanding of the datasets used for validation of the data layer of the
platform (see section 3).
The publishers of linked data should comply with four simple design principles:
1. Use URIs as names for things.
2. Use HTTP URIs, so that people can look up those names.
3. Provide useful information, when someone looks up a URI,
4. Include links to other URIs, so that they can discover more things.
In fact, most of the RDF datasets fulfil principles 1, 2, and 4 by design. Thus, the novelty of
the design principles relates to the requirement for enabling Semantic Web browsers to
load HTTP descriptions of RDF resources based on their URIs. To this end, data publishers
should make sure that:
•

the “physical” addresses of the published data are the same as the “logical”
addresses, used as RDF identifiers (URIs);

•

upon receiving a HTTP request, the server should return an RDF‐molecule, i.e. a set
of triples that describe the resource.
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Figure 3.
Map of the Datasets in Linking Open Data (LOD) Project
(from http://esw.w3.org/topic/SweoIG/TaskForces/CommunityProjects/LinkingOpenData)
Linked Open Data (LOD 1 ) is a W3C SWEO community project that aims at making data
available to everyone. The goal of the project is to extend the web by publishing open data
sets as RDF and by creating RDF links between data items from different data sources. The
central dataset of the LOD is DBPedia – an RDF extract of the Wikipedia. Because of the
many mappings between other LOD datasets and DBPedia, the latter serves as a sort of a
hub in the LOD graph providing a certain level of connectivity. Among the linked LOD
datasets are the following: the RDF representation of Wordnet (the most popular lexical
knowledge base), Geonames (a database of all geographic features on Earth), World
Factbook 2 (an RDF version of CIA’s resource), UniProt 3 (the largest integrated database with
protein and gene‐related information), and OpenCyc 4 (the most popular upper‐level and
general ontology).
UMBEL project deserves a special attention because it provides a consistent taxonomy
interlinking DBPedia entities to OpenCyc concepts. In this way, the data from DBPedia (or
1

http://esw.w3.org/topic/SweoIG/TaskForces/CommunityProjects/LinkingOpenData

2

http://www4.wiwiss.fu‐berlin.de/factbook/

3

http://www.uniprot.org/

4

http://www.opencyc.org/
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from any other datasets connected to it) can be interpreted with respect to the semantics of
OpenCyc.
Currently
LOD
contains
more
than
40
datasets,
listed
at
page
http://esw.w3.org/topic/TaskForces/CommunityProjects/LinkingOpenData/DataSets, with
total volume above 4.7 billion statements, interlinked with additional 5 million statements.
In section 3 we discuss in more details DBPedia, Geonames, UMBEL, and Wordnet datasets.
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2 Data Layer Validation Framework
In the LarKC platform the data layer provides services typical for the so‐called semantic
repositories – RDF databases that may or may not provide lightweight inference support.
Adequate benchmarking of semantic repositories is a complicated exercise, which requires
proper conceptualization and structuring. In the remainder of this section we will try to
provide such a conceptual framework, as further development of [26].
A wide range of links to resources related to benchmarking RDF repositories can be found at
the page on “RDF Store Benchmarking” in the ESW wiki, maintained by W3C, at
http://esw.w3.org/topic/RdfStoreBenchmarking.
2.1 Tasks
The major tasks and activities towards which the performance of semantic repositories
needs to be benchmarked are:
•

Data loading, including parsing, persistence, and indexing of both instance data and
ontologies;

•

Query evaluation, including query preparation and optimization and fetching;

•

Data modification, which may involve changes to the ontologies and the schemata.

Inference is not a first‐level activity in a semantic repository and in LarKC’s data layer.
Depending on the implementation, it can affect the performance of the other activities. In
the current implementation of the data layer, inference is performed during loading and
affects its performance.
Modifications to the data and/or schemata (e.g. updating and deleting values or changing
class definitions) represent another important class of the tasks performed against a
semantic repository. Most of the contemporary RDF‐related benchmark suites do not cover
modification tasks, because their specifics, complexity, and importance can change
considerably across applications and usage patterns.
2.2 Performance Factors
The performance of data loading depends on several factors:
•

Materialization – whether and to what extent forward‐chaining is performed at load
time; complexity of the forward‐chaining;

•

Data model complexity – support for extended RDF data models, e.g. such including
support for named graphs, is computationally more "expensive" as compared to the
simple triple model;

•

Indexing specifics – repositories may or may not create a variety of different indices
in dependence of the datasets loaded, the foreseen usage patterns, hardware
constraints, etc.;

•

Data access and location – where the data is imported from, for instance, from local
files, loaded from the network, etc.
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There are several factors affecting the time and memory space, or more generally, the
computing resources, required for query evaluation:
•

Deduction – whether and to what extent backward‐chaining is involved, whether it is
recursive, etc.;

•

Size of the result‐set – fetching large result‐sets can take considerable time;

•

Query complexity – the number of the constraints (e.g. triple‐pattern joins), the
semantics of the query (e.g. negation‐ and disjunction‐related clauses), the usage of
operators that are tough to support through indexing (e.g. LIKE);

•

Number of clients – number of simultaneous client requests;

•

Quality of results – what is the quality of the results required in modalities where
incomplete answers are requested.

Transaction size and level of isolation may also have serious impact on the performance of
both loading and query evaluation. Although many semantic repositories provide some sort
of transaction isolation, it is usually less comprehensive than the corresponding mechanisms
in the mature RDBMS. Furthermore, transaction management in large scale system is
usually carefully designed and tuned for each specific setup. Thus, we believe this aspect
should not be included as a factor for investigation here.
2.3 Performance Dimensions
There are several parameters affecting the speed of a semantic repository:
•

Scale – the size of the repository in terms of number of RDF triples (more generally,
facts or atomic assertions).

•

Schema and data complexity – the complexity of the ontology/logical language, the
specific ontology (or schema), and the dataset. E.g. a highly interconnected dataset,
with long chains of transitive properties, can appear much more challenging for
reasoning compared to another dataset, even when both are encoded against one
and the same ontology; sparse versus dense datasets; presence and size of literals;
number of predicates used; usage of owl:sameAs, and other alignment primitives;

•

Hardware and software setup – the performance can vary considerably depending
on the version and configuration of the compiler or the virtual machine, the
operating system, the configuration of the engine itself, and the hardware
configuration, of course.

We should make a special note here regarding the different ways to measure the size of
dataset loaded in a semantic repository:
•

Number of inserted statements (NIS): how many statements have been inserted in
the repository;

•

Number of stored statements (NSS): how many statements have been stored and
indexed by the repository. For engines using forward‐chaining and materialization,
the volume of the data to be indexed includes the inferred triples. For instance, the
RDF/OWL representation of Wordnet expands after materialization from 1.9 million
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(NIS) statements to 7.1 million (NSS). In the opposite direction, NSS can be smaller
than NIS, when one and the same statement is inserted multiple times;
•

2.4

Number of retrievable statements (NRS): how many different statements can be
retrieved from the repository. This number can be different from NSS when the
repository supports some sort of backward‐chaining. For instance, BigOWLIM
performs owl:sameAs optimization, as discussed in section 3.5, which reduces
considerably the NSS for linked data datasets.
Full-Cycle Benchmarking

We call full‐cycle benchmarking a methodology that provides a complete picture about the
performance of a repository with respect to the full “life cycle” of the data within the
engine. At the high‐level this means publication of data for both loading and query
evaluation performance in the framework of a single experiment or benchmark run. In other
words, full‐cycle benchmarking requires load performance data (e.g. “5 billion triples of
LUBM were loaded in 30 hours”) to be matched with query evaluation data (e.g. “… and the
evaluation of the 14 queries took 1 hour on warm database.”).
The full‐cycle benchmark methodology is important because loading and query performance
are interdependent. More comprehensive indexing and forward‐chaining take time during
loading and respectively make the loading performance worse in order to facilitate faster
query processing. In the extreme case, if query evaluation performance is not to be
considered, loading of RDF could be as fast as the file‐system could be in storing the input
files locally with no overheads to maintain indices.
While there are differences across the different semantic repositories, a full‐cycle run on
LUBM, [21], or similar benchmark usually involves the following activities:
1. Loading input RDF files from the storage system
2. Parsing the RDF files
3. Indexing and storing the triples
4. Forward‐chaining and materialization (optional)
5. Query parsing
6. Query optimization
a. Query re‐writing (optional)
7. Query evaluation, involving
a. Backward‐chaining (optional)
b. Fetching of the results
To provide correct answers to queries, a semantic repository should consider the semantics
of the data. For instance, one cannot deliver correct results to the queries of LUBM without
some form of reasoning. There are plenty of choices regarding the specific inference
approach; inference can take place either during loading (step 4 above) or during query
evaluation (steps 6a and/or 7a above).
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Full‐cycle benchmarking provides complete picture about the performance of the engine
and its utility in real‐world applications, showing the implications of the different design
choices and implementation approaches.
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3 LDSR as Test Dataset for Scalable Inference
Linked Data Semantic Repository (LDSR) was initially developed for the sake of testing of the
components for selection and ranking in RDF graphs presented in [40]. LDSR was developed
to meet the following requirements:
1. To be large enough to allow acquiring of meaningful feedback on the scalability of
the implementations. It needed to be larger than 100 million statements, because
most of the engines can manage smaller datasets in the main memory of a
contemporary commodity server;
2. To present real‐world data exposing “natural” connectivity patterns;
3. To be “predictable” and intuitive, i.e. to allow an average person to make
assumptions, based on common knowledge and common sense, regarding the
results of queries, ranking, and selection components;
4. To have some semantics attached to the data, or at least, to be easy to attach
semantics to the data, so that further experiments with reasoning can be performed;
5. To integrate data from different sources, so that the graph structure is diverse and
heterogeneous.
The use cases of the project already provide comprehensive datasets that allow for
validation of the technology and evaluation of its exploitation potential. Still, these datasets
do not match several of the above requirements and therefore were not appropriate for
intermediate evaluation of early versions of selection and ranking components.
The natural choice of a dataset, matching the above requirements, is the collection of the
Linking Open Data (LOD) datasets; it represents a set of interconnected datasets, published
in accordance with the “linked data principles” (section 1.3). But the full collection of the
LOD datasets was not suitable for the task, because some of the datasets were
inappropriate for our purpose. For instance, due to the natural limitations of the accuracy
of the extraction techniques used for its generation, the YAGO fragment of DBPedia
contains plenty of faulty classifications of Wikipedia articles. Such inaccuracies are relatively
small in number and probably are not a serious problem for humans exploring DBPedia.
However, they can lead to significant inconsistencies for any type of reasoning. While
reasoning with inconsistency is an interesting subject in principle, in such dataset
inconsistent data would bring in distortion and complexity that is not desirable for many of
its possible usages. We defined LDSR as a reason‐able view to the LOD data, namely, a
selection of the LOD dataset that meets the above stated requirements. A similar reason‐
able view, called Pathway and Interaction Knowledge base (PIKB), is defined and used in
WP7a, [2]. While PIKB presents a very interesting experiment on its own, it is overly
specialized and does not meet the predictability requirement.
This section presents LDSR together with statistics on its loading and discussion on specific
problems related to the inference on top of it. LDSR is available for exploration and querying
(through web UI form and SPARQL endpoint) at http://www.ontotext.com/ldsr/. Dumps of
LDSR are also available upon request, but one should consider that it represents a collection
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of the corresponding datasets from LOD. Therefore, acquiring up to date versions from the
original owners of the datasets would be more appropriate.
3.1 Reason-able View to the Web of Linked Data
Linked Data Semantic Repository (LDSR) represents a reason‐able view to the web data. In
LDSR we selected several of the central datasets of the LOD project and loaded them in
OWLIM. Reasoning was performed to "materialize" the facts that could be inferred from this
data.
The overall setup is called Linked Data Semantic Repository (LDSR) to stress that: (1) Linked
Data datasets are loaded together and (2) their semantics is used for inference. LDSR is a
unique experiment with LOD data. Although many experiments were performed using LOD
data, LDSR is pushing the frontiers in at least two directions:
•

there are no published results of inference over such dataset of a size above 100
million statements;

•

there are no published results of loading and inference over more than two datasets
in a single repository of a size above 10 million statements.

Below we discuss the LOD datasets loaded in LDSR.
•

DBPedia 5 is an RDF dataset derived from Wikipedia. It is designed and developed to
serve two purposes: (i) to provide as full as possible coverage of the factual
knowledge that can be extracted with high precision from Wikipedia and (ii) to serve
as a hub for the LOD project. Currently, DBPedia version 3.3 consists of about 360
million explicit statements.

•

GeoNames 6 is a geographic database that covers most of the significant
geographical data categorized into feature classes such as state, country, province,
populated place of any size, mountain, river, bridge, facility (e.g. oil field), etc. Each
feature has a designator (type of the feature), geographic coordinates, and relations
to other features (e.g. “parent” feature in which the feature is nested). At present,
GeoNames database provides information on 6.5 million unique geographic features.

•

UMBEL (Upper Mapping and Binding Exchange Layer) is a lightweight ontology
structure that aims at organizing the web content and data 7 . The subject concepts
and relationships in UMBEL are derived from OpenCyc. The extracted well‐formed
class hierarchy consists of about 20,000 classes, ranging from general philosophical
notions like TangibleThing to very specific classes like AbaCloth.

•

WordNet 8 is a lexical knowledge base that covers about 150,000 English words.
WordNet defines the meanings of English words by grouping nouns, verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs into sets of synonyms – the so called synsets. Each synset

5

http://dbpedia.org/

6

http://www.geonames.org/

7

http://www.umbel.org/

8

http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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expresses a distinct concept. The words linked to a given synset are synonyms with
respect to the meaning expressed by this synset, which is a sort of lexical concept. A
word can have multiple meanings, i.e. it can be associated with multiple synsets. The
synsets are interlinked by means of semantic and lexical relations (links). The more
general terms are associated with less general terms through hyponym‐hypernym
relations. In LDSR we use W3C’s Wordnet RDF/OWL representation 9 .
•

CIA World Factbook 10 represents a collection of structured data, including statistical,
geographic, political, and other information about all countries of the world;

•

Lingvoj 11 is a dataset presenting multi‐lingual descriptions of the most popular
human languages; currently it contains information about more than 500 languages.

The connectivity in LDSR is assured by DBPedia, which provides links to GeoNames and
Wordnet, and by UMBEL, which is linked to DBPedia.
We use ontologies to define the structure and the semantics of the datasets, loaded in
LDSR. The following third‐party ontologies and schemata are referred to or imported by
these ontologies:
•

Dublin Core 12 (DC) is a relatively small but very popular metadata schema. It defines
15 attributes (e.g. author/contributor, date of publication, language, etc.) that can
be used for information resource description;

•

SKOS 13 (Simple Knowledge Organization System) represents a relatively simple RDF
schema that allows description of taxonomies of concepts, linked to each other by
any sort of subsumption hierarchy. The most important properties defined by SKOS
are skos:broader and skos:narower, defined as inverse of each other. The
subsumption semantics of these relationships is more appropriate for encoding of
“topic ontologies” and subjects classifiers as compared to the semantics of
rdfs:subClassOf. The set‐theoretic semantics of sub‐class is not applicable for
topic taxonomies. For example, while AfricanLions is a sub‐topic of Africa, there
is not a valid sub‐class relationship between them.

•

RSS 14 is an RDF schema designed to enable syndication of machine‐readable
information about updates from web sites;

•

FOAF 15 is a project aiming to create a network of machine‐readable personal profiles
published on the web. In essence, the FOAF ontology defines attributes of these
personal profiles, which allow publication of contact information and links to other
profiles.

9

http://www.w3.org/2006/03/wn/wn20/

10

http://www4.wiwiss.fu‐berlin.de/factbook/

11

http://www4.wiwiss.fu‐berlin.de/factbook/

12

http://purl.org/dc

13

www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/

14

http://web.resource.org/rss/1.0/spec

15

http://www.foaf‐project.org/
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DC, SKOS, FOAF, and RSS ontologies are also loaded in LDSR because they are the basis for
the semantic descriptions of the datasets. SKOS is not imported in the publicly available
version of LDSR due to the problems with the category hierarchy of DBPedia, discussed in
section 3.4.
3.2 Loading and Inference Statistics
The tests were performed using the owl‐max ruleset of OWLIM reasoning on top of the
LDSR dataset through forward‐chaining. This ruleset delivers a combination of RDFS with
incomplete OWL Lite, following the approach of Herman ter Horst, [12], to support the
semantics of the OWL primitives in a tractable logical fragment. More information about
this fragment can be found in section 4.2.1 of [11]. The rules and axioms in the owl‐max
ruleset are superset of those of language profile OWL‐Lepton‐I, defined in [11]. Based on
our observation of the datasets and the definitions of the related ontologies, we believe
that in this way we have performed complete inference against LDSR.
Table 1.

LDSR Datasets

Explicit
Indexed
Triples ('000)

Inferred
Indexed
Triples ('000)

Total # of
Indexed
Triples ('000)

Entities ('000
of nodes in
the graph)

Inferred
closure
ratio

10

7

17

5

0.7

2,233

262,734

264,968

952

117.6

2,053

4,006

6,059

4,005

2.0

UMBEL

3,197

41,228

44,425

1,388

12.9

Lingvoj

20

112

132

18

5.7

161

40

202

53

0.2

1,943

5,236

7,179

842

2.7

72,749

471,220

543,969

33,382

6.5

DBpedia 3.3 core

357,450

360,172

717,621

85,998

1.0

Total

439,815

1,144,755

1,584,571

126,642

2.6

Dataset
Schemata (SKOS,
FOAF, RSS, DC) and
ontologies (dbpedia,
geonames)
DBPedia (SKOS
categories)
DBpedia
(owl:sameAs)

CIA Factbook
Wordnet
Geonames

3.3

Loading and Initial Inference Against LDSR

The statistics from loading and materialization of the implicit facts is presented in Table 1.
The first column lists the datasets (or parts of them) in the order in which they were loaded
into the repository. The number of triples listed in column “Explicit indexed triples” refers to
the increased number of statements in BigTRREE indices after the dataset was loaded. Note
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that some data providers claim that their datasets contain an amount of statements, slightly
different from the one presented in the table.
We can summarize the results of the loading of LDSR as follows:
•

Total number of inserted statements (NIS): 440 million;

•

Total number of stored statements (NSS), including the implicit ones: 1,585 million;

•

Total number of retrievable statements (NRS): 2,318 million.

The larger number of retrievable statements is a result of the owl:sameAs optimization,
discussed in section 3.5; the optimization has “compressed” 734 million statements,
reducing the size of the indices by 32%. Each explicit triple caused, on average, the
materialization and indexing of 2.6 new implicit triples. There are 5.3 triples “retrievable”
against a single explicit statement asserted.
The total time required for the loading and inference is 34 hours. Full‐text indexing was
performed during loading. The test is performed using a server with the following
specifications: 2 x Xeon 5420 CPU (2.5 GHz), 64GB of RAM, OpenSolaris, JDK 1.6, RAID array
of 8 SAS drives in RAID 5.
It is not a trivial task to load and perform inference over a large dataset like LDSR. We
performed many experiments until we found the weird parts of the datasets and resolved
all bottlenecks in the architecture. Below we list some problems discovered in the datasets:
•

YAGO module of DBpedia includes a questionable class hierarchy and classifications.
For instance, it is declared that Pleven (a large Bulgarian city,
http://dbpedia.org/page/Pleven)
is
related
through
rdf:type
to
http://dbpedia.org/class/yago/Village108672738. The latter has the label “hamlet”
and irrelevant relations to other nodes. After the forward‐chaining such “strange”
statements generate faulty statements. We decided not to include YAGO in LDSR.

•

DBpedia is loaded on several “tranches” for the sake of speed optimisation.

3.4

DBPedia Category Hierarchy Refinements

A small subset of the SKOS vocabulary has been used in DBPedia to represent the categories
hierarchy. Most importantly this includes the skos:broader relationship that defines a
relation from one concept to another, broader than it.
There are about 478,378 categories in DBPedia ver. 3.3. Of those, 473,626 are explicitly
declared and 4,752 undeclared, but mentioned as broader‐to declared ones. DBPedia
declares 896,803 broader relations among those categories.
While on one hand, having such category system as a result of collaborative community
process is useful and interesting in several ways, it also causes some problems when it
comes to the formal qualities of the hierarchy. Namely, it contains cycles and errors due to
lexical ambiguity and other (human) factors. This prevents automated interpretation of the
semantics of the categories hierarchy.
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There have been previous attempts to remove the loops from the SKOS‐based graph (e.g.
the Cleaned Wikipedia Category Class Hierarchy – CWCC, http://www.mail‐
archive.com/dbpedia‐discussion%40lists.sourceforge.net/msg00216.html) but they have
been currently discontinued and the software developed does not seem to be publicly
available.
Apart from the cycles, another problem with the hierarchy is that there are multiple
subsumption relations that seem correct but turn up to be too vague to deliver useful
results after materialization of the transitive closure of the skos:broader relationship. The
shortcomings of these vague relationships are that they result in enormous number of
super‐categories, some of which are marginally useful. For instance, most of the subjects
have a broader concept that is linked “upwards” with the general category for Philosophy,
but in everyday life, having Melons defined as narrower category of Society comes a bit too
abstract.
The task for cleaning up the category hierarchy, in order to make it “reason‐able” or
“materialise‐able”, requires serious effort and dedication. As a start, one should come up
with clear criteria about “good hierarchy” of Wikipedia categories, which is likely to have
something to do with its intended usage, definition of metrics and test cases, etc. Here we
present first results of several experiments with this category hierarchy aimed at acquiring
an improved version within limited time and efforts.
Experiment 1: Discard broader cycles automatically
We devised and algorithm that first detects all simple cycles in the categories graph and
starts discarding a random edge from them until all cycles are discarded (by discarding an
edge we mean changing its predicate from skos:broader to skos:related). The algorithm
tries not to remove more edges than needed.
During this experiment 2,165 simple cycles were detected, 1,321 of which were trivial – a
category being marked as broader to itself (these were instantly discarded). The remaining
844 non‐trivial ones were discarded by turning a random broader statement into a related
statement.
Experiment 2: Manually discard mis‐assigned broader statements causing cycles
At this step we took the 844 non‐trivial cycles detected at the previous step and manually
changed 868 relations from skos:broader statements to skos:related. This fixed all the
cycles (it appears that in many cases a single erroneous broader statement causes more
than one cycle in the graph). The resulting graph contained skos:broader paths of lengths
ranging from 1 to 177.
Experiment 3: Remove system categories
The categories graph in the previous step contained quite lengthy paths which made it
impossible to materialize in reasonable time. This is why we decided to remove all grouping
categories such as “Categories by topic”. We applied a very simple heuristic in order to
determine which categories could be considered system categories – exactly those that
contain “ by “ in their name. We did not remove those categories. Instead, we changed the
links to them (i.e. from narrower categories) to related instead of broader and, in the cases
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when the system categories had a non‐system parent category, we redirected the
previously existing broader links to the parent categories. This operation increased the
number of broader statements to 1,099,364 but reduced the length of the paths to
maximum of 171. All the remaining cycles (which increased to 4,433) were discarded by the
manually prepared rules.
Experiment 4: Solve parental ambiguities
Even the reduced graph resulting from the previous step was hard to materialise. This is why
we proceeded to solve categories parental ambiguities (i.e. cases when a category has more
than one skos:broader parents). On a first iteration we chose to remove all ambiguities
when they existed. This reduced the graph too much and left us with as much as 105,202
broader relations. We considered this approach too limiting and decided to solve some of
the ambiguities by choosing the ambiguous parent that had the most article instances in
common with the child category. This disambiguation strategy left us with as much as
417,042 broader relations. This dataset was now both materialise‐able and quite sensible.
On a further iteration we increased the number of ambiguous parents chosen to the two
most appropriate ones (i.e. having most instances in common or having more instances in
general if the first criterion resulted in too much categories). This increased the number of
broader relations to 728,882.
The resulting dataset contains 728,882 skos:broader and 582,087 skos:related
statements. The inferred closure of the skos:broader relations contain around 262 million
SKOS‐related statements (broader, narrower, related, broaderTransitive,
narowerTransitive, and semanticRelation).
3.5

owl:sameAs Optimisations

The loading of LDSR benefited greatly from a specific feature of the BigTRREE engine that
allows the engine to handle efficiently owl:sameAs statements. owl:sameAs is a predicate
declaring that two different URIs denote one and the same resource. Most often, it is used
to align the different identifiers of the same real‐world entity used in different data‐sources.
For instance, the URI of Vienna in DBPedia is http://dbpedia.org/page/Vienna, while the URI
in Geonames is http://sws.geonames.org/2761369/. DBpedia contains the following
statement
(S1)

dbpedia:Vienna owl:sameAs geonames:2761369

It declares that the two URIs are equivalent. owl:sameAs is probably the most important
OWL predicate when it comes to merging data from different data‐sources.
Following the formal definition of OWL, whenever two URIs are declared equivalent, all
statements that involve one of the URI should be “replicated” with the other URI. For
instance, in Geonames the city of Vienna is defined as part of
http://www.geonames.org/2761367/ (the first‐order administrative division in Austria with
the same name), which in its turn is part of Austria (http://www.geonames.org/2782113):
(S2)

geonames:2761369 gno:parentFeature geonames:2761367
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(S3)

geonames:2761367 gno:parentFeature geonames:2782113

As long as gno:parentFeature is a transitive relationship, in the course of the initial
inference, it will be derived that the city of Vienna is also part of Austria:
(S4)

geonames:2761369 gno:parentFeature geonames:2782113

Due to the semantics of owl:sameAs, from (S1) it should be inferred that statements (S2)
and (S4) also hold for Vienna, when it is referred with its DBpedia URI:
(S5)

dbpedia:Vienna gno:parentFeature geonames:2761367

(S6)

dbpedia:Vienna gno:parentFeature geonames:2782113

These are true statements and when querying RDF data, no matter which one of the
equivalent URIs is used in the explicit statements, the same results will be obtained. When
we consider that Austria also has equivalent URI in DBpedia, we should also infer that:
(S7)

dbpedia:Vienna gno:parentFeature dbpedia:Austria

(S8)

dbpedia:Austria gno:parentFeature dbpedia:Austria

As a result, for a pair of equivalent URIs, a number of new statements will be derived.
Probably, there are many concepts with more than two URIs. For instance, Vienna has URI
also in UMBEL, which is also declared equivalent to the one in DBpedia.
2
owl:sameAs is transitive, reflexive, and symmetric, so a set of N equivalent URIs N
owl:sameAs statements will be generated for each pair of URIs. Thus, although owl:sameAs
is useful for interlinking RDF datasets, its semantics causes considerable inflation of the
number of implicit facts that should be considered during inference and query evaluation
(either through forward‐ or through backward‐chaining).
To overcome this problem, BigTRREE handles owl:sameAs in a specific manner. In TRREE
indices, each set of equivalent URIs (equivalence class with respect to owl:sameAs) is
represented by a single super‐node. In this way, BigTRREE does not inflate the indices while
it retains the possibility to enumerate all statements that should be inferred using the
equivalence. Special care is taken to ensure that this “trick” does not hinder the ability to
distinguish explicit from implicit statements.
This optimisation allows BigTRREE to handle efficiently large datasets where owl:sameAs is
extensively used. In the case of LDSR, this technique allows dealing with more than 2.1
billion statements at the computational costs required for 1.5 billion statements.
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4

State of the Art in Semantic Repositories

In this section we present the most relevant publicly available benchmark results about
several of the outstanding semantic repositories. Before analyzing evaluation data, it should
be noted that there are very few full‐cycle benchmarking (see section 2.4) results reported
for datasets larger than one billion statements. Most often there is data about loading and
indexing performance, which are not matched by query evaluation data. In many cases this
seems to be driven by practical problems with the benchmark environments. For instance,
in query evaluation for large datasets in the LUBM, [21], benchmark is impractical, as some
of the queries return millions of results, producing a load pattern that is not quite likely to
appear in real‐world applications. Either due to inappropriate benchmark design or for other
reasons, full‐cycle benchmarking for very large scale experiments requires a lot of time and
resources as such experiments often take several days for a single run. In other cases, there
are interesting datasets, the loading and inference for which represent a challenge.
However, those are not matched with well‐thought and standardized set of queries that
could be used for benchmarking. For the above listed reasons, we include here some
loading performance results that are not matched with query evaluation data. We do this
only in cases when there are sufficient details given about the experiment, providing
evidence that loading performance is not optimized in a manner that will make query
evaluation infeasible or impractical.
Here we will not include results on scalable DL reasoning, because we are not aware of
significant developments, beyond the state of the art reported in section 4.1 of, [26].
The section starts with an introduction of the datasets and the benchmarks used, the
engines included here, and the benchmarking environments (hardware, OS, etc.) Next we
continue with overview and analysis of the current state of the art of loading and query
evaluation performance of semantic repositories.
4.1

Benchmarks and Datasets

There are several benchmarks and datasets used nowadays as measuring sticks for
evaluation of the performance of semantic repositories. Few of the most popular ones are
presented briefly in this section.
4.1.1 Lehigh University Benchmark (LUBM)
The most popular benchmark for semantic repositories with support for RDF and OWL is
Lehigh University Benchmark (LUBM), defined in [21]. It employs synthetically generated
datasets using a fixed OWL ontology of university organizations. The complexity of the
language constructs used is between the one of OWL Horst and OWL DLP 16 . The LUBM
benchmark defines 14 queries that are used to check the query evaluation correctness and
speed of repositories that have loaded a given dataset. The biggest standard dataset is
LUBM(50) (i.e. it contains synthetic data for 50 universities). Its size is 6.8 million explicit
statements, distributed in 1,000 RDF/XML files with total size of 600 megabytes. For the

16

Please refer to [8] and [15] for further information on these and other OWL dialects.
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purposes of scalability measurements many groups have used the LUBM generator to create
bigger datasets – there are multiple results of such experiments in the following sections.
4.1.2 UniProt
UniProt 17 (Universal Protein Resource) is the world's most comprehensive and most popular
database of information on proteins, created by joining the information contained in several
other resources (Swiss‐Prot, TrEMBL, and PIR). UniProt RDF, [37], is an RDF representation
of the database with respect to OWL ontology, expressed in a sub‐language of OWL Lite,
that is more expressive than OWL Horst, but still tractable. It represents one of the largest
datasets distributed in RDF and OWL. Processing UniProt is often used as benchmark for
scalability and reasoning capabilities of semantic repositories.
While in the summer of 2007 the size of the RDF representation of UniProt was about 384M
statements, today it includes above 1.5 billion unique explicit statements. The RDF graph
defined in the UniProt ontology is highly interconnected, which has significant impact on the
loading and reasoning speed of semantic repositories. Today UniProt is one of the central
datasets in the bio‐medical part of the Linking Open Data initiative (see section 1.3).
The RDF representation of UniProt was used for benchmarking of Jena and AllegroGraph
(two of the engines in our study). It is also part of the Pathway and Interaction Knowledge
Base (PIKB), [2], developed in WP7a and used in both of the life science use cases of LarKC.
4.1.3 DBPedia and Other LOD Datasets
As discussed in section 1.3, DBPedia is a dataset representing in RDF the Infobox of
Wikipedia together with other information related to or derived from Wikipedia. It serves as
a connectivity hub of the Linked Open Data (LOD) initiative, as there are multiple
relationships (mostly through owl:sameAs) between it and other datasets. The diversity of
the information represented in DBPedia and the fact that it represents encyclopaedic
knowledge, makes it an excellent resource for benchmarking of semantic repositories.
Within LarKC we use it for benchmarking as part of the Linked Data Semantic Repository,
which includes also several other datasets from LOD, as presented in section 3. Based on
our experiments, DBPedia ver. 3.3 includes 362 million unique statements, excluding the
owl:sameAs links. The total number of statements indexed in LDSR after materialization is
1,584 million.
4.1.4 Berlin SPARQL Benchmark (BSBM)
Berlin SPARQL Benchmark, [4], evaluates the performance of query engines in an e‐
commerce use case: searching products and navigating through related information.
Randomized “query mixes” (of 25 queries each) are evaluated continuously through client
application that communicates with the repository through SPARQL endpoint. The
benchmark allows evaluation with respect to changing sizes of the dataset and different
number of simultaneous users.

17

http://ww.uniprot.org/
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Although created for benchmarking of SPARQL engines, the design of BSBM favours the
relational databases and other raw‐store‐based implementations, as long as it deals with a
single fixed data schema and uniform dense data representation. Generally, RDF databases
are designed to deal efficiently with diverse data, integrated from multiple data sources,
encoded against different data schema, resulting in sparse data tables in relational
databases. BSBM does not require any inference. Still, the benchmark is useful for
evaluating the SPARQL support of the engines and their ability to support multiple
simultaneous clients.
4.2

Engines

After the introduction of the Sesame framework, several of the outstanding RDF engines are
briefly presented in alphabetical order in the subsequent sections.
4.2.1 Sesame
Before starting the overview of the various engines, it is important to mention that several
of the engines relay on the Sesame RDF database framework, developed by Aduna B.V.
under the OpenRDF 18 open‐source project. Sesame is ranked by multiple independent
evaluations (e.g. [36]) as the most efficient RDF repository framework. Semantic
repositories like OWLIM and BigData (see the subsections below) use Sesame as a library,
taking advantage of its APIs for storage and querying, as well as the support for a wide
variety of query languages (e.g. SPARQL and SeRQL) and RDF syntaxes (e.g. RDF/XML, N3,
Turtle). Other engines like Virtuoso and AllegroGraph use it just for the sake of
interoperability.
4.2.2 4store
4store 19 is an open‐source RDF storage engine designed to run in cluster setup of up to 32
nodes. It is implemented in ANSI C99 and is currently available for UNIX‐like systems only.
The RDF repositories created with 4store are managed through a set of command line
utilities that allow importing of RDF data in various formats, querying using SPARQL, backup,
and other maintenance tasks. The 4store distribution also includes a stand‐alone SPARQL
HTTP protocol server as a standard interface to the 4store repository.
4store is most popular as the backend of Garlik (http://www.garlik.com/) – a company
dealing with online identity and personal information protection in UK. 4store is advertised
with the fact that at Garlik it is “holding and running queries over databases of 15GT,
supporting a Web application used by thousands of people.” There are several other
interesting performance and scalability claims made about 4store 20 , which would have been

18

http://www.openrdf.org/

19

http://www.4store.org/

20

Some of the results are reported at http://www.4store.org/, while others were announced directly at
http://esw.w3.org/topic/LargeTripleStores, in both cases with very little or no information about the
benchmark setup and organisation.
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a nice complement to the summary prepared in section 4.4, if there was sufficient
information provided about them.
4.2.3 AllegroGraph
AllegroGraph RDFStore 21 is an RDF database with support for “SPARQL, RDFS++, and Prolog
reasoning from Java applications”. In addition to the “basic” DBMS functionality, it offers
specific support for geo‐spatial data handling and social network analysis.
AllegroGraph does not perform reasoning and materialization during loading. The so‐called
RDFS++ reasoning 22 can be switched on during query processing. The semantics supported
in this way is comparable to OWL Horst (see [18]). RDFS++ reasoning allows AllegroGraph to
deliver correct results on LUBM benchmark. Version 3.2 of AllegroGraph supports the so‐
called “RDFS++ dynamic materialization” 23 , which, based on the very laconic explanations of
the vendor, requires building some extra indices on the fly, whenever those are required for
query evaluation. This approach helps AllegroGraph report excelled results 24 on query
evaluation in LUBM(8000). However, given the limited information available, it is very hard
to judge how generic this technique is and for what queries, what semantics, and what
datasets it can be expected to work efficiently.
One of the major developments in AllegroGraph 3.0 is the so‐called “federation” that allows
grouping multiple stores (running locally or on a remote machine) within a single virtual
store. Federation has the potential to considerably speed up the loading process, as the
work is effectively distributed across multiple stores. As reported in [19] and [1], loading
LUBM(8000) on a 4‐CPU machine with a virtual store combining four local stores is three
times faster than performing the same load in a single, unified (i.e. non‐federated) store. On
the other hand [1] reports that query evaluation gets 2‐3 times slower in the federated
store. In the loading performance analysis in section 4.4 we have included the results from
loading LUBM(8000) and UniProt (a rather old version of it) from both the single‐instance
and the federated runs. The single‐instance results are important because they need to be
considered as a match of the excellent query evaluation results achieved by AllegroGraph on
LUBM(8000).
Further [19] reports that “On Amazon's EC2, AllegroGraph loaded and indexed 10 Billion
Triples derived from 1 Billion Telecom CDRs (Call Detail Records) into 10 large instances, 4
parallel loads per instance, in 6.19 hours”. While this is a very impressive result on its own,
we will leave it without comment and will not include it in the scalable reasoning table and
diagram below. The above quotation is the only information publicly available and there are
no indications about the complexity of the dataset or any data about queries that were
evaluated on top of this set.

21

http://agraph.franz.com/allegrograph/

22

http://agraph.franz.com/support/documentation/3.0/reasoner‐tutorial.html

23

http://www.franz.com/agraph/allegrograph/dynamic‐materialization.lhtml

24

http://www.franz.com/agraph/allegrograph/agraph_bench_lubm.lhtml
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4.2.4 BigData
http://www.bigdata.com/blog/BigData 25 is an open‐source distributed B+Tree database,
designed to accommodate large RDF repositories and scale horizontally on commodity
hardware. Scaling is achieved by index partitioning across the nodes of the cluster. As the
data evolves, partitions of the indices might get split, moved, or joined transparently and
asynchronously to the client. A centralized metadata index takes care of locating the index
partitions in the cluster. As discussed in [38], BigData is designed to support various
modalities of transactional isolation through multi‐version concurrency control (MVCC, [35])
and aims to support load balancing internally.
BigData integrates with Sesame 2.0 platform (see sub‐section 4.2.1) to achieve SPARQL
support and therefore relies on it for query parsing but does query optimization based on
the fast key‐range counts supported natively by the B+Tree architecture.
BigData supports RDFS+ inferencing backed by a hybrid approach of materializing the
entailments of some rules (forward‐chaining) at load time and using backward‐chaining for
others at query time. Other features of BigData include statement‐level provenance and
full‐text indexing.
The latest evaluation results 26 about BigData represent scale‐out experiments in a cluster
environment of 15 blade servers, each of them with the following parameters: Xeon 3GHz,
Quad Core, 4GB of RAM, 32‐bit environment. Thus, this is a system with 60 cores and 60GB
of RAM in total. The expected cost of this configuration is at least three times higher than
the limit of $10,000, which we set as a constraint, allowing measurement of similar
environments. Still, we include this scale out data in the tables and charts bellow with a
note about the hardware used. Latest available benchmarks of BigData report that the
loading of 12.7B triples took approximately 12 hours.
4.2.5 BigOWLIM
OWLIM is a semantic repository implemented in Java and packaged as a Storage and
Inference Layer (SAIL) for the Sesame RDF database (see sub‐section 4.2.1). OWLIM is based
on TRREE – a native RDF rule‐entailment engine. The standard inference strategy is forward‐
chaining and materialization. The supported semantics can be configured through rule‐set
definition and selection. The most expressive pre‐defined rule‐set combines unconstrained
RDFS and OWL Lite (see [18]). Custom rule‐sets allow tuning for optimal performance and
expressiveness.
The two major varieties of OWLIM are SwiftOWLIM and BigOWLIM. In SwiftOWLIM,
reasoning and query evaluation are performed in‐memory, while, at the same time, a
reliable persistence strategy assures data preservation, consistency, and integrity.
BigOWLIM is the “enterprise” variety that deals with data and indices directly from disc or
other file storage, which allows it to scale much better. Further, BigOWLIM’s indices are

25

http://www.systap.com/bigdata.htm

26

Some of the results are rreported at the product blog (http://www.bigdata.com/blog/), while others were
only briefly announced at http://esw.w3.org/topic/LargeTripleStores.
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specially designed to allow efficient query evaluation against huge volumes of data.
SwiftOWLIM can manage millions of explicit statements on desktop hardware. Given an
entry‐level server, BigOWLIM can handle billions of statements and serve multiple
simultaneous user sessions.
BigOWLIM 3.1 is the current release of the engine and delivers the following improvements:
•

Based on BigTRREE 3.1, supporting named graphs and triple sets;

•

It is compliant with SPARQL, through Sesame 2.0;

•

Its persistence and indexing strategy allow for smoother and more efficient
scalability in the range of billions of triples.

Results of benchmarking of various versions of OWLIM can be found in the OWLIM
Benchmarking section 27 of the Ontotext web site. The results can be summarized as follows:
•

BigOWLIM can perform reasoning against 12 billion explicit statements; it loads a
dataset of LUBM(90,000) at average speed of 11,5 KSt/sec;

•

BigOWLIM can deal with 20 billion statements on a single server worth less than
$10,000. This is the total number of the statements inserted in the indices after
materialization of LUBM(90k). Although direct loading of the same number of
statements without reasoning would be faster, we use the data from this run as
scale‐up statistics about BigOWLIM;

•

BigOWLIM can deal with 1 billion statements on a desktop machine worth $2,000; it
takes it less than 5 hours to load the dataset; loading with inference and
materialization takes 14 hours;

•

The full‐cycle run of LUBM(8000), including loading, inference, and query evaluation,
takes only 15.2 hours.

Apart from the scale‐up experiments, the most interesting results for BigOWLIM are related
to the LDSR dataset, presented in section 3. In contrast to the LUBM scale‐up experiments,
LDSR is way more challenging for several reasons:
•

It includes fairly diverse real‐world knowledge;

•

There are more than 100 thousand different predicates used;

•

There are plenty of literals, of various size;

•

There are long chains of transitive properties, most notably: the SKOS categories
from DBPedia (see section 3.4); the nesting of the geographic features from
GeoNames; the hypernyms from Wordnet; the class hierarchy from UMBEL;

•

There is a large number of owl:sameAs statements.

All the above specifics result in loading and inference complexity, which is considerably
higher than these for LUBM.

27

http://www.ontotext.com/owlim/benchmarking/index.html
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4.2.6 DAML DB
DAML DB is an older name of the engine of BBN Technologies, which currently appears as
part of Parliament 28 – an open‐source knowledge base management system that
implements a high‐performance storage engine, compatible with the RDF and OWL
standards. It is usually combined with query processing frameworks, such as Sesame (sub‐
section 4.2.1) or Jena (sub‐section 4.2.7), to implement a complete data management
solution with support for SPARQL query language.
Although there are no recent evaluation results published, DAML DB still seems to be one
of the very few systems that can demonstrate a full‐cycle benchmark results (see section
2.4) on test like LUBM(8000). Unfortunately, its results, provided in [36], lack concrete
measurement data; there are only diagrams where load and query times are presented on
a logarithmic scale, with respect to the growth of the repository size. In order to be able to
position it properly on our diagrams below, we made imprecise approximations for the
figures behind the diagrams. We would be happy to update this document with more
concrete data, shall such be made available.
4.2.7 Jena TDB
TDB 29 is an open‐source RDF storage layer for the Jena semantic web Java framework 30 . It is
implemented purely in Java and can be accessed through Jena APIs or through several
separately provided command line scripts. Paired with Jena, TDB provides a single‐machine,
non‐transactional RDF storage and query environment that can be accessed over SPARQL
protocol when running inside the Jena‐based Joseki HTTP server. SPARQL queries over TDB
are made possible through Jena's ARQ SPARQL query engine.
A TDB repository can be operated by 32‐bit and 64‐bit JVM without any format migration
being necessary (direct consequence of Java's architecture independent types). However, in
64‐bit mode TDB uses memory‐mapped files to access its repository binary representation
(data and indices). This is reported to contribute to a much better performance compared to
the 32‐bit case where data caching is handled by the TDB engine itself. Another benefit from
relying on the operating system to do the file caching is the dynamically determined amount
of memory used by the engine for disk caches.
TDB is equipped with different SPARQL query optimizers (e.g. fixed and statistical) that aim
to optimize SPARQL queries on per‐repository basis. The fixed optimizer only considers the
number of variables in query's triple pattern in its reordering decision. The statistical
optimizer relies on rules that approximate the number of results to be expected from a
triple pattern (those rules could be either written manually or generated by the engine).
TDB interprets RDF simple types (e.g. xsd:integer), which makes it possible to optimize
SPARQL range filters.

28

http://www.bbn.com/technology/knowledge/parliament

29

http://jena.hpl.hp.com/wiki/TDB

30

http://jena.sourceforge.net/
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Latest benchmarks 31 available for Jena TBD report that 1.7B triples were loaded in 36 hours
on an unspecified 64‐bit machine.
4.2.8 ORACLE
ORACLE offers RDF support as part of the Spatial option of its DBMS since version 10g R2.
As presented in [42], in version 11g this support is improved in several ways, including:
•

Support for the so‐called OWL Prime dialect, which is comparable with the owl‐max
semantics of OWLIM, [31]. The Pellet DL reasoner is integrated for T‐Box (schema
level) inference.

•

The efficiency of RDF loading and inference is considerably improved.

ORACLE supports RDF models with named graphs, i.e. it can be seen as a quadruple store.
The semantics to be used for inference is defined in terms of the so‐called rule‐bases, which
essentially represent sets of entailment rules. Inference is implemented in terms forward‐
chaining and materialization – the results are stored in the so‐called rule‐indices. The
initiative regarding inference is given to the user, who should take care to explicitly:
•

Force inference, i.e. generation of the rule indices;

•

Invalidate the rule indices when necessary, i.e. after statements are deleted.

The latest results from benchmarking ORACLE 11g are published in [42]. One should
consider summing up the times for the different steps. For instance, the times reported for
LUBM(8000) are as follows:
•

Bulk‐load: 30 h. 43 min;

•

Loading into staging table: 11 h. 32 min. (when proper correctness checks are
performed by the RDF parser);

•

Inference (OWL Prime): 11 hours. Multi‐threaded inference runs 3.3 times faster as
compared to single‐threaded one on a quad‐core CPU;

We shall acknowledge two important circumstances:

31

•

The LUBM(8000) results for ORACLE are measured on desktop computer; while
most the other results are measured on servers. In fact, the configuration used for
inference is comparable to the workstation used for benchmarking BigOWLIM on
LUBM(8000);

•

ORACLE is also the most “economic” with respect to the RAM usage – the above
results reflect the inference run with 4GB of RAM, but results measured on 2GB
systems, suggest graceful degradation of the performance when less memory is
available;

•

The results reported for loading and for inference come from different machines;
for some reason there are no public results for loading times at the same CPU
where ORACLE achieves its best inference time.

http://seaborne.blogspot.com/2008/06/tdb‐loading‐uniprot.html
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4.2.9 Virtuoso
OpenLink Virtuoso 32 is a “universal server” offering diverse data and metadata management
facilities, e.g. XML management, RDBMS integration, full‐text indexing, etc. The core engine
of Virtuoso is a relational database engine with numerous RDF oriented adaptations in data
types, index layout and query optimization.
Virtuoso does not have built‐in materialization of entailment during loading. Instead, it
supports the semantics related to sub‐classes, sub‐properties, and owl:sameAs at run time,
through backward‐chaining on the basis of a specified RDF schema. This way, the user is not
required to rewrite queries. Materialization is possible by writing SPARUL statements to
generate implied triples.
Several aspects related to the development and the configurations of efficient distributed
RDF repositories are investigated by the developers of Virtuoso in [14]. This works provides
a lot of interesting experimental data, which should be invaluable reading for everyone
aiming and scalable RDF managements.
The developers of Virtuoso report in [13] the results of various “distributions of labour”
between materialization and query expansion. As expected, it appears that extensive
materialization can save a lot of computations during querying, while the same query
completeness is achieved. In principle, this type of inference can be implemented on top of
any DBMS – the complexity of the inference depends on the complexity of the query
language supported. The principle concern here is that the semantics is not enforced by the
engine, but it is rather a matter of hand crafted queries that may or may not correctly
reflect the semantics of the ontology language primitives.
The data provided in [13] leaves several questions open:
•

The queries of LUBM are modified, so, it is not clear: (i) how the query evaluation
performance compares with this or other engines benchmarked with the original
LUBM queries and (ii) whether the query results are truly complete and whether the
implemented inference mechanisms are correct and sufficient for a full LUBM run.

•

No performance data is provided for entailment and materialization, i.e. there are no
indications about the performance and efficiency of the various inference
configurations that were put on test.

•

Implementing the semantics of transitive properties via query‐based entailment and
materialization, as presented in [13], requires recursive query evaluation. However,
there are no comments on the implementation of such behaviour in Virtuoso.

Version 6.0 is the latest generation of the Virtuoso engine, which supports distributed RDF
database management. The results 33 from the loading of LUBM(8000) in a cluster of 8
instances running on a single dual‐CPU, eight‐core, server represent the fastest load on this
benchmark on a server equipment worth less than $10,000.

32

http://www.openlinksw.com/virtuoso/

33

http://www.openlinksw.com/dataspace/vdb/weblog/vdb%27s%20BLOG%20%5B136%5D/1563
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4.2.10 YARS2
Results related to indexing and querying 7 billion statements in cluster of 16 machines are
published for YARS2, [22]. There is no information about the load time and no inference
takes place. The query evaluation times indicate average values in the range of hundreds of
milliseconds. However, they cover only simple queries with one or two joins. For these
reasons, the experiments with YARS2 are not discussed below.
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4.3

Benchmark Configurations and Environments

Table 2 presents a summary of the tools and the benchmark environments included in the
loading and query performance overviews in the subsequent sections.
Table 2. Systems and Configurations
Tool

Version

Configuration

AllegroGraph AllegroGraph 64-bit
RDFStore, ver. 3.2

Server 2xOpteron 844 (1.8 GHz) CPUs, 16GB RAM, 2xSATA
Server 4xOpteron 844 (1.8 GHz) CPUs, 16GB RAM, 2xSATA
Server 2xXeon 5410 (2.33GHz,qc), 64GB RAM, storage: no info.

OWLIM

BigOWLIM 3.1

Server 2xXeon 5420 (2.5GHz,qc) CPUs, 64GB RAM, 8xSAS
(onap)
Desktop Core i7 (2.93GHz,qc) CPU, 12GB RAM, 3xSATA (osol)

Virtuoso

Open-source version 5.5
Virtuoso 6 Cluster

Server 2xXeon 5335 (2GHz) CPUs, 16GB RAM, 6xSATA drives
Server 2xXeon 5410 (2.33GHz,qc)CPUs, 16GB RAM, 6xHDD

ORACLE

ORACLE 11g

Desktop Core 2 Q6600 (2.4GHz) CPU, 8GB of RAM, 3xSATA
drives

DAML DB

Ver. 2.2.1.2, via Sesame
ver. 1.2.6

Server 2xXeon E5345 CPUs (2.33 GHz), 16GB RAM, 6 TB
storage (probably RAID over 10+ drives)

BigData

0.8b

Configuration of 15 blade servers: ” Each has 32G of RAM, 8
cores, and around 100G of local disk available to the
application”. Overall cost can be estimated above $40 000

The equipment used for the runs of the different systems falls into four categories:
1. Desktop hardware with 8‐12 GB of RAM. For ORACLE and BigOWLIM, such hardware
is sufficient for management of datasets in the range of one billion statements, e.g.
LUBM(8000) and LDSR (see sections 4.1.1 and 3.3).
2. Dual‐CPU (8‐core) servers with 16 GB of RAM, like the ones used in the benchmarks
of DAML DB, Virtuoso, and some of the runs of AllegroGraph. While these
configurations can offer much better performance, compared to the desktops, when
handling queries from multiple clients, their performance for loading LUBM(8000) is
quite comparable to the one of the desktops.
3. Dual‐CPU (8‐core) servers with 64 GB of RAM, like the ones used in some of the
benchmarks of AllegroGraph and BigOWLIM. These machines seem to represent the
optimal hardware setup for semantic repositories that could be purchased for less
than $10 000 at present. The quad‐Opteron configuration used in the benchmarks of
federated AllegroGraph, do not seem to have an advantage against the above
mentioned dual‐CPU configurations.
4. Cluster configuration with cost above $20 000, like the one used in the BigData
benchmarks. Most likely, the environment referred in the 4Store scalability claims
(section 4.2.2).
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In general, the reader should consider the performance metrics below as indicative figures
providing evidence about the current state of the art in scalable reasoning, rather than as
comparative analysis between the tools. One should take into account, that configurations
that appear comparable, based on the short descriptions published by most of the vendors,
can demonstrate 2‐3‐fold differences in performance on the basis of different storage,
operating and file systems, and configuration parameters (e.g. sector size).
4.4 Loading Performance
Let us start with the loading performance. For the engines and experimental setups listed
here, loading involves:
•

Parsing of the input RDF;

•

Persisting the data and indexing (including the materialized statements);

•

Inference, namely materialization through forward‐chaining, for OWLIM, DAML DB,
and ORACLE.

Table 3 presents the loading time and speed of the engines for specific runs and datasets.
For each run we provide the following data:
•

Scale and Time, in number of explicit statements loaded and hours, respectively;

•

Speed: average speed of loading, in thousands of statements per second;

•

Overall complexity rate: average of the Forward‐Chaining and the Parsing and
Indexing Complexity indices. It represents a combined measure for the complexity of
the loading task;

•

Forward‐chaining semantics: what ontology language or fragment is used for
forward‐chaining and materialization during the loading, if any;

•

Forward‐chaining complexity‐index: our subjective estimate about the complexity
of the reasoning during this run;

•

Parsing & Indexing Complexity: our subjective estimate about the complexity of the
loading tasks that are not related to indexing. It includes the specifics of the concrete
run and system, e.g.: rich RDF model, full‐text search indexing, etc.

The “‐mat” suffix in the results of BigOWLIM marked as LUBM(40k)‐mat and LUBM(67k)‐mat
indicates that the scale on this rows denotes the total number of indexed statements,
including the materialized ones. So, this is just a different way to present the results of the
LUBM(40k) and LUBM(67k) loads. Note that loading time is the same. We made this
exception for the following reasons:
•

the extraordinary scale of these results; LUBM(67k)‐mat represents the most
scalable RDF loading experiment published so far;

•

the speed indicated in this way is lower than the speed at which an engine would
simply load 20 billion explicit statements without inference;

•

Simply loading LUBM without inference is not very useful in BigOWLIM, because
without materialized results we will not be able to evaluate the query performance.
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Table 3. Loading Performance
Semantic
Repository

Dataset / Run Scale Speed
(mill. (KSt./
ex.st.) sec.)

BigOWLIM 3.1

LUBM(1k), osol

BigOWLIM 3.1

LUBM(1k), osol

BigOWLIM 3.1

UNIPROT

BigOWLIM 3.1

PIKB

1,466

BigOWLIM 3.1

LDSR1

357

BigOWLIM 3.1

LDSR2

440

BigOWLIM 3.1

LUBM(8k), osol

1,068

BigOWLIM 3.1

LUBM(8k), osol

1,068

BigOWLIM 3.1

LUBM(8k), osol

1,068

BigOWLIM 3.0

LUBM(20k)

BigOWLIM 3.0

LUBM(50k)

BigOWLIM 3.1
BigOWLIM 3.1

Overall Loading ForwardCompl Time
Chaining
exity
(hours) Semantics
Rate

Materiali
zation
Complex
ity Rate

Parsing &
Indexing
Complexit
y

138

25,617

138

76,159

1,150

15,212
9,694

28

42.00

OWL-Horst

45

10

14,167

28

7.00

OWL-Horst

40

10

3,608

40

33.88

42,381

9

7.00

20,631

15

14.38

66,196

5

4.48

none

2,760

44,516

5

17.22

6,675

43,914

5

42.22

LUBM(16k)

2,136

13,267

15

44.73

LUBM(24k)

3,204

13,039

15

68.26

BigOWLIM 3.1

LUBM(32k)

4,272

12,772

15

92.92

OWL-Horst

20

10

BigOWLIM 3.1

LUBM(40k)

5,343

12,493

15

118.80

OWL-Horst

20

10

BigOWLIM 3.1

LUBM(67k)

8,949

12,015

15

206.90

OWL-Horst

20

10

BigOWLIM 3.1

LUBM(40k)-mat

9,083

21,238

10

118.80

OWL-Horst

0

20

BigOWLIM 3.1

LUBM(67k)-mat

15,218

20,432

10

206.90

AllegroGraph 3.2
AllegroGraph 3.2
Fed.

UNIPROT

234

19,403

5

3.35

UNIPROT

234

55,085

5

1.18

AllegroGraph 3.2
AllegroGraph 3.2
Fed.
Virtuoso, ver. 6.0
cluster

LUBM(8000,0)

1,107

39,423

5

LUBM(8000,0)

1,107

13,667

5

LUBM(8000,0)

1,068 110,559

5

ORACLE 11g

LUBM(1к,0)

138

7,986

ORACLE 11g

LUBM(8к,0)

1,068

7,047

ORACLE 11g

LUBM(8к,0)

1,068

5,484

ORACLE 11g

LUBM(25к,0)

3,300

5,343

DAML DB

LUBM(8k)

850

DAML DB

LUBM(8k)

220

15

1.50

OWL-Horst

5

0.50

none

20

21.00

OWL-Horst

20

10

0

10

30

10

OWL-max

60

20

RDFS

10

7

OWL-Horst

20

10

0

10

none

0

10

none

0

10

OWL-Horst

20

10

OWL-Horst

20

10

OWL-Horst

0

20

none

0

10

none
7.80 none

0

10

0

10

22.50

none

0

10

2.68

none

0

10

5

4.80

none

0

10

5

42.10

none

0

10

15

54.10

OWL-Prime

20

10

15

171.56

OWL-Prime

20

10

10,266

14

23.00

OWL-Horst

20

7

6,111

14

10.00

OWL-Horst

20

7

Jena TDB

UNIPROT v.13.3

1,516

11,698

5

36.00

none

0

10

BigData - cluster

LUBM(8k)

1,155

51,041

5

6.28

none

0

10

BigData - cluster

LUBM(8k)

1,155

32,201

10

9.96

RDFS

10

10

BigData - cluster

LUBM(?)
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LDSR1 corresponds to an earlier version of the dataset, close to the one presented in [40].
LDSR2 represents the load of the version of the dataset documented in section 3.2. The
latter load is more challenging than the former for the following reasons:
•

FOAF and SKOS schemata were loaded, which triggers considerable inference
complexity;

•

The load was made with OWLIM’s ruleset owl‐max, instead of OWL Horst;

•

A newer and larger version of DBPedia is loaded;

•

Full‐text indexing is switched on during the load – this is the reason to indicate
loading and indexing complexity 20 for this load in Table 3).

The so‐called “scalable inference map” presented below, represents in a graphical way the
dependencies between the sizes of the datasets, the loading complexity of the run, and the
loading speed of the different engines. For better visibility, we have split the map into two
figures: Figure 4, showing loads up to 2 billion statements and Figure 5 showing all loading
results.

Loading Speed ( 1000 st./sec., higher is better)
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Figure 4. Scalable Inference Map – up to 2MSt.
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One can see that the results for loading are comparable, taking into account that the
engines differ in features. Taking BigOWLIM’s results for LUBM(8000), one can observe how
the difference in the supported semantics can alter the loading time almost by a factor of
three.

Bubble size indicates
loading complexity
(bigger is better)

Loading Speed ( 1000 st./sec, higher is better)

140
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Figure 5. Scalable Inference Map – The Big Picture
4.5 Query Evaluation
Below we provided publicly available results about query evaluation performance of the
engines presented in section 4.2 in the framework of two benchmarks: BSBM (see section
4.1.4) and LUBM (see section 4.1.1). Benchmarking query evaluation against a real‐world
datasets like those in LDSR (section 3) is preferable over to the synthetic datasets. However,
there is still no well‐though and evaluated set of standard queries to the LOD datasets that
can be used for such purposes.
4.5.1 BSBM Results
Recent results from evaluation of few of the most popular engines are published in [5].
Figure 6 provides a comparison between results from our evaluation of BigOWLIM 3.1 and
results for other systems from [5] regarding query evaluation with growing number of
simultaneous clients (1, 4, 8) against 25‐million statement version of the BSBM dataset.
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Query mixes per hour

BSBM 25M Query Evaluation
10,000
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6,000
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4,000

Jena TDB 0.72

2,000

Virtuoso TS 5.0

0
1 client

4 clients

8 clients

Figure 6. BSBM Query Results
Given larger number of simultaneous clients, BigOWLIM and Virtuoso can deliver
considerably larger overall throughput, almost proportional to the number of CPU cores of
the system: BigOWLIM results are acquired on a desktop (osol) with a quad‐core CPU with
hyper‐threading support; Virtuoso’s results are acquired on a desktop quad‐core CPU
without hyper‐threading.
One should consider that the 25M dataset of BSBM fits into the main memory of the
benchmark configurations used, thus effectively, all queries are evaluated in‐memory.
Unfortunately, there are no publicly available results on multi‐client evaluation for larger
versions of BSBM.
Table 4. Query Performance LUBM(8000), 1 billion statements

Query
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
Average

# of results
4
2,528
6
34
719
83,557,706
67
7,790
2,178,420
4
224
15
37,118
63,400,587

BigOWLIM 3.1
(onap)
Time
QTPR
(msec)
(msec)
23
5.8
251,992
99.7
26
4.3
8
0.2
38
0.1
84,333
0.0
38
0.6
113
0.0
523,215
0.2
27
6.8
4
0.0
6
0.4
1,662
0.0
63,998
0.0
8.4
66,106

BigOWLIM 3.1
(osol)
Time
QTPR
(msec)
(msec)
52
13.0
873,197
345.4
25
4.2
28
0.8
29
0.0
174,777
0.0
71
1.1
132
0.0
1,460,862
0.7
24
6.0
23
0.1
33
2.2
121,980
3.3
157,568
0.0
26.9
199,200
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QTPR
(msec)
(msec)
4
1.0
54,964
21.7
2
0.3
14
0.4
37
0.1
104,794
0.0
9
0.1
178
0.0
117,303
0.1
5
1.3
8
0.0
14
0.9
47
0.0
27,990
0.0
1.9
21,812
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4.5.2 LUBM Results
Although there is plenty of data about loading performance and scalability of LUBM (see
section 4.4), in very few cases query evaluation has been benchmarked within the same
environment that was used for dataset loading.
In Table 4 we present the results of query evaluation of the LUBM benchmark with 8000
universities. Two sets of results are provided for BigOWLIM 3.1 – for server (onap) and
desktop (osol). The results of AllegroGraph 3.2, [20], are acquired on a server comparable to
the one used for BigOWLIM. The engines are described in section 4.2; specifications of the
benchmark environments are available in section 4.3.
Considering that some of the LUBM queries return very large number of results for large
datasets, in earlier versions of this analysis we have introduced the query‐time‐per‐result
(QTPR) metric, where the query evaluation time is normalized with respect to the size of the
result set. Average QTPR represents a better overall score of the query performance on
LUBM as the performance of queries with large result sets does not dominate the score as
in the case of using average query evaluation time. QTPR appearing as 0.0 indicates a value
below 0.1 milliseconds.
As expected, given a large dataset the query performance of the server equipment is
considerably better than this of the desktop, which should most probably be attributed to
the better storage system and data buses between the CPUs and the main memory.
The query performance reported for AllegroGraph looks very good, especially if one
considers that, based on the vendor information (see section 4.2.3), “dynamic
materialization” is performed during query evaluation. The major gain in terms of average
QTPR and evaluation time comes from queries #2 and #9 – probably the two most
challenging ones in the benchmark. We have tried to reproduce these results in internal
benchmarks of AllegroGraph, but we did not manage to get close to the figures reported by
the vendor. This could be a matter of suboptimal configuration of the engine or different
benchmark setup.
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5

Validation Targets and Future Work

Validation targets for the data layer of the LarKC platform should be aligned with the
requirements of LarKC’s use cases and its plug‐ins. The requirements of the life‐sciences use
cases, at their current state of development, are already matched as the work in these
workpackages is already exploiting the data layer for development and usage of the PIKB
dataset (see section 1.1). Requirements related to streaming reasoning (WP6) are still a
matter of further analysis and investigation.
LDSR was designed as a test dataset in work‐package WP2, [40], where plug‐ins that reduce
the scale of the datasets are implemented. The results presented in section 3.2 represent an
organic development of this dataset, which would make it more suitable as a testbed for
other plug‐ins as well as for entire inference pipelines. The most notable development is
that the latest version of the LDSR requires (or provides ground for) much more
comprehensive reasoning, compared to the one presented in [40]. This is because now all
the ontologies and schemata, related to the dataset, are used (the SKOS and FOAF schemata
were initially disregarded). Further, the experiments now use entailment against more
expressive rule‐sets. A simple and direct evidence about the fact that the latest version of
LDSR is a more challenging reasoning target is that its deductive closure is 3 times bigger
(1.5 billion statements versus 0.5 billion statements) and it represents a higher degree of
“expansion” of the original dataset (now it is 5.3 times bigger than the original data, as
compared to 1.7 times for the earlier version).
Finally, as the level of ambition in LarKC is to achieve reasoning performance and scalability
that go far beyond the current state of the art, LarKC’s data layer should also push the
frontiers with respect to semantic repositories. The overview of these engines, presented in
section 4, allows us to summarize the current state of the art as follows:
•

There are already several engines that can deliver loading and indexing speed
(without materialization) in the range of 100,000 statements/sec., against datasets
of few billion statements (see section 4.4);

•

The query evaluation performance against such datasets is in the range of few
milliseconds per single query result (QTPR, see section 4.5.2);

•

Several of the engines are already mature enough to be able to handle multiple‐
client loads with throughput that scales up in parallel with the multi‐threading
capabilities of the test setup (see section 4.5.1);

•

Full materialization with respect to complex real‐world data can be performed for
datasets in the range of one billion statements (consider PIKB) with a speed in the
range of 10 000 statement/sec;

•

Dealing with datasets in the range of 20 billion statements and simple reasoning with
more than 10 billion statements are already possible.

Although some of the results presented in section 4.4, involve cluster setups far beyond the
entry level for database servers, those results were also matched by other engines on
commodity hardware where the test setups cost less than $10,000.
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It is important to note that distributed semantic repositories are already available from
several vendors. While such repositories deliver the best results with respect to loading
performance, one should consider two observations:
•

single‐server parallelization still seems to be most cost‐effective way of getting
optimal load speed on commodity hardware – the top‐performance loads of both
AllegroGraph and Virtuoso use multiple instances of the engine running on a single
server;

•

the best query evaluation results are delivered by non‐distributed setups.

5.1

Performance Targets

This section introduces measurable performance targets for semantic repositories, based on
the discussion on the relevant tasks and factors (section 2), and on the analysis of the
current state of these systems (section 4). Our goal is to provide measuring sticks, which
could facilitate the development of this type of technology over the next couple of years.
Generally, the targets defined earlier in [26], still seem to be valid. We will not include
targets related to incomplete reasoning in this version of the validation, because the latter
should be evaluated at the level of the whole LarKC platform, not at the level of the data
layer. The design of measures for the performance of the platform as a whole will be
discussed in D1.4.1 “Initial framework for measuring and evaluating heuristic problem
solving”, which is due M18 of the project.
We define an updated set of semantic repository performance targets (SRPT) as follows:
SRPT1: Complete LUBM reasoning. LUBM(8000) should be loaded and its queries shall be
answered in sound and complete fashion. LUBM requires light‐weight, tractable OWL
reasoning. The dataset allows for easy partitioning into isolated sub‐graphs.
Target: loading speed 100 000 explicit st./sec.; average QTPR below 1 msec;
SRPT2: Complete UniProt reasoning. The UniProt dataset should be loaded. Queries
comparable in complexity to the set published at http://www.linkedlifedata.com, should be
evaluated; the queries should involve full‐text search constraints.
Target: loading speed 40 000 explicit st./sec.; average QTPR below 100 msec.
SRPT3: Complete linked data reasoning. Dataset similar to LDSR with size above 5 billion
statements should be loaded. The queries to be evaluated should involve: data from
different data‐sources; non‐trivial reasoning (recursive query evaluation or rule‐entailment);
full‐text search constraints.
Target: loading speed 20 000 explicit st./sec.; average QTPR below 100 msec.
For all the targets above, eligible results should match the requirements for full‐cycle
benchmarking set in section 2.4. In summary, both loading and query evaluation results
should be achieved in the course of a single benchmark, i.e. the indices produced during
loading should be used in the same environment and configuration for query evaluation.
When using the above‐mentioned performance targets, the following should be considered:
•

The targets shall be met on a commodity hardware setup with cost up to 10,000
EURO by the end of 2010. Moor’s law is likely to stultify them in a longer term;
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•

Adjustments may be necessary if tests are made with newer version of UniProt and
LDSR, which differ in size or complexity from the version available in the summer of
2009;

•

Ordering and relevance ranking is irrelevant to the above targets.

The scalability targets defined here are just several points in the multidimensional space of
the semantic repository performance. Thus, they do not define well‐founded criteria for
evaluation of such engines. They are rather meant as buoys that could help the navigation in
the scalable reasoning area.
5.2 Data Layer Distribution Considerations
The LarKC Data Layer is a central architecture component that serves the persistence and
the communication of large sets of RDF data to the platform plug‐ins. The overall LarKC
platform scalability and performance parameters are subjected to the data storage
parameters presented in section 4.4. By design, its restriction to a single computer system
will limit the overall platform scalability. To better understand the challenge of overcoming
this problem, we focus on the use cases, where two common problem patterns are
distinguished:
•

Volumes of information ‐ the scenarios of WP7a and WP7b use cases utilize a
massive knowledge base to answer complex life sciences and health care related
questions. The number of client requests is expected to be relatively small and
limited to domain experts only.

•

Volumes of simultaneous user requests ‐ the use case WP6 “Urban Computing” is
expected to have extreme number of simultaneous user requests, where only a
limited dataset is relevant to the user’s question.

The data distribution is a non‐trivial task that requires significant compromises in the
engineering design. The CAP theorem, [6], summarizes the results of significant amount of
theoretical and experimental work in distributed database systems by stating the trade‐offs
between consistency, availability, and partition‐tolerance. To resolve the two dimensions of
the problem, we consider two alternative distribution strategies driven by: partitioning and
redundancy with load balancing.
Data Partitioning
In the database systems two general approaches to data partitioning come up from the
established distributed database management systems research: horizontal and vertical
partitioning. The horizontal data partitioning approach should be interpreted as partitioning
a dataset across several repository nodes whereas no schema limitations apply to any of the
nodes. In contrast to the horizontal dataset partitioning, a vertical partitioning approach
would assign different parts of the data schema to different repository nodes. Further on,
queries for any type of statement would be redirected to the respective repository node. A
careful analysis of the repository schema (when available) might even extend this approach
further and place statements that are “close” together (e.g. Geonames subset of LDSR)
within a single node (when possible). Such clustering would allow for whole sub‐queries to
be executed within a single node. It would therefore avoid the transfer of intermediate
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results between the repository nodes and the central query processing node only to
complete the query.
Hybrid schemes are also possible for datasets that are both horizontally and vertically too
large to fit in a single computational node. Such a partitioning scheme however would
complicate considerably the query processing subsystem, which would have to take into
account splits and joins in both dimensions while planning the query execution.
Redundancy and Load Balancing
Data replication is a traditional approach for boosting the read performance of a DBMS at
the cost of redundancy and write propagation complexity. In a classic scenario, several slave
nodes are assigned incoming read requests by a central master node that performs any sort
of load balancing technique (e.g. round robin) to distribute the load evenly across the
slaves. Writes are executed on the master node and propagated to the slaves in the
background. Such a setup is very appropriate in situations when a lot of read requests occur
while write requests are rare or clustered together in large batches (for example if a large
dataset is initially loaded in the repository). In such situations the resource‐intensive
replication procedure will not be necessary most of the time, while a theoretically linear
scalability will take place on the reading side.
As already mentioned, a direct consequence of the CAP theorem [6] is that data consistency
might have to be sacrificed if availability and partitioning are required. In the context of the
above mentioned LarKC's use‐cases, such a trade‐off is fairly acceptable. One might argue
that data inconsistency could be a serious issue in certain types of real‐world production‐
level applications. However reasonable this argument might be in general, we believe that
an eventually‐consistent and highly scalable distributed system could be very well suited for
a data layer of an incomplete reasoning system (such as LarKC), where result completeness
is not a requirement by design.
In addition to the various multi‐node data distribution approaches, the above one should
also consider parallelization at thread level within a single computer system. These days
even commodity desktop hardware is equipped with dual or even quad‐core CPUs that are
better utilized by multi‐threaded implementations whenever such are appropriate. One
possible candidate for multi‐threading is the “federated join” approach in which the outer‐
most loop of the query evaluation routine (I.e. the one traversing the outer‐most triple
pattern of the query) is split among several threads that operate over equal parts of the
repository. This is another case that would be appropriate in scenarios when reads occur a
lot and writes are rare.
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6 Conclusion
We provided framework for validation of the data layer of the LarKC platform, based on
analysis of the various tasks and aspects related to storage, querying, and lightweight
inference. The major tasks are loading, inference, and query evaluation. The major
performance factors are scale, reasoning complexity, number of simultaneous clients,
software and hardware environment. Specific targets are set on the basis of analysis of the
current state of the art in the field of scalable RDF databases and light‐weight inference. To
calibrate the validation framework and determine the targets we performed:
•

Experiments with the current version of the data layer with respect to the couple of
datasets related to the life sciences case studies (PIKB) and benchmarking of plug‐ins
(LDSR);

•

Analysis of the current state of the art in scalable RDF databases and light‐weight
reasoning.

Both PIKB and LDSR can be seen as reason‐able views to the Linking Open Data (LOD) cloud
of interconnected public datasets. They represent a selection of several datasets and
different parts of them, optimized so that they can be loaded in a single semantic repository
and so that complete inference can be performed on top of them. PIKB represents a
collection of about 20 popular biomedical datasets – more details about it can be found in
the relevant deliverables in WP7a. LDSR includes few of the most central datasets in LOD,
namely DBPedia, Geonames, Wordnet, and others. It has total size of about 440 million
explicit statements, complemented with additional 1,145 million statements, after
materialization of their inductive closure. Inference was performed with respect to OWLIM’s
owl‐max ruleset, which represents an extension of OWL‐Lepton‐I defined in LarKC. LDSR
emerged as a testbed for experimentation with retrieval, selection, and ranking components
and plug‐ins in WP2. It was further developed in WP5 to serve as a testbed for the overall
project. Based on published results, LDSR seems to be the largest body of common sense
knowledge used for inference.
Overall, the evaluation demonstrates that the implementation of LarKC platform’s data
layer is very well positioned with respect to the other outstanding engines in the highly
competitive niche of the so‐called semantic repositories. The scalability of TRREE matches
the requirement of the use cases and practically all popular datasets. In order to reach the
next level of scalability, the data layer of LarKC will have to provide efficient means for
distributed data management. This requires advancing the frontiers of the state of the art in
distributed RDF database management, where the best current results involve several
machines and report scalability and performance results that are easy to match with a single
machine at a fraction of the cost.
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